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Impacted 
Audience

WO 316 Update Authorized Unit Calculation in PCP Updates were made to the system to ensure the following for auto generated PCPs (Auto-Extend PCP and Appeals-related PCPs):

If the auto-generated PCP happens in the middle of the month, the system will correctly calculate the units based on the previously approved 
PCP.  The system will confirm the monthly authorization from previous units and continue the authorization appropriately. This allows the 
participant to continue to receive the correct amount of service during this period. 

Note: 
1- Auto Extend PCPs are auto-generated by the system if an annual PCP is not completed on time and approved before the participant's 
annual PCP date. The auto-extend PCP is valid for 60 days ONLY. This is to help ensure the person does not lose services and the provider 
can continue to bill for this limited interim period. CCS users need to expedite and work with Providers and DDA's Regional Office to finalize 
annual PCPs that are late.

2- Appeals related PCPs can be auto-generated by the system if a participant loses their Waiver eligibility or State Funded services and 
appeals timely.  During that appeal timeframe, the DDA will continue previously authorized services until an appeal decision is made. The 
participant's PCP can NOT be revised nor can services be changed while the participant is in the appeals process.

All

WO 316 Update Function for Transitioning from Self-Directed Service 
Model to Traditional Service Delivery Models (and vice-versa)

This update ensures that the system does not inhibit participants who are switching from one service model to the other in the middle of the plan 
year.  

If a person is moving from traditional to Self-direction, the end-date on traditional services (or any services that no longer apply) should be before 
the PCP effective date.

In a Revised PCP for participants in the Traditional Service Delivery model, self-directed services that are end-dated before the PCP effective 
date will be excluded from system validation and checks.  Conversely, PCPs for participants in the Self-Directed Service Delivery model will not 
include traditional services in the service checks if they are end-dated before the PCP effective date.  

This allows CCS to correctly complete the PCP for any participant transitioning from one service delivery model to another without the system 
asking for details tied to services that apply to the other service delivery model.  

CCS Agencies

WO 316 Update Acceptance with Provider if Service Units change The system was revised to require an updated service referral acceptance from the provider if any service total units change in the process of 
the PCP being approved.  

If a service is accepted by a provider and the CCS or Regional Office updates any information that would cause the PCP units to recalculate, 
Providers will be required to re-accept the service.

Some examples of changes that may cause the service units to recalculate include:
- Change of PCP Effective Date
- Service unit change

When the above mentioned changes are made to the PCP causing recalcuation of the service units for an already accepted service, the CCS 
would note the service acceptance is cancelled and provider's acceptance must be re-requested. If the change occurs after the PCP is 
submitted to the Regional Office (in the case of a PCP effective date change), the Regional Office will have to send it back for the CCS to re-
request Provider acceptance.

This effort is to ensure that a provider's acceptance of service units, and a date when service is supposed to begin, is not changed without the 
provider's knowledge and acceptance.

This means that CCS and Providers should pay very close attention to the EFFECTIVE DATE of a PCP before signoff and submission 
to minimize back-and-forth. 
CCS coordinators should appropriately project out the effective date considering the timeframe for providers to accept the service and for 
subsequent submission to the Regional Office.

Providers, 
CCS Agencies, 
DDA RO

CR 330117 Allowing Submit of PCP when Services are End-Dated before 
the PCP Effective Date

The system has been updated to make it easier for the CCS to remove services that no longer apply for the participant. Specifically:

1) If a service is end-dated before the Revised PCP's effective date, then the system will not check validations on that service because it will not
apply when the PCP becomes active.
2) Services that no longer apply in an Annual PCP can continue to be deleted.

CCS Agencies
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310456 Letters: Unable to create DDA EDD Letters due to 
unexpected character error

Issue: Users are unable to create DDA EDD Letters due to quotation marks being used in participant's representative's name.

Fix: System updated to not show an error when quotation marks are used around a participant's representative's name.

EDD

269962 PCP: Service Authorization link removed from left-side 
navigation panel

Issue: The Service Authorization link on the left panel of the screen for CCS users was directing users to the basic Service Authorization (i.e., 
Service Authorization 8/1/20108 -06/30/2020) page incorrectly.  The link should have directed users to the detailed Service Authorization page 
(i.e., Service Authorization).

Fix: The link on the left navigation panel was removed to minimize the confusion. To reach the detailed Service Authorization page, users 
should go to the main page of the PCP and click the "Service Authorization" subsection. (Screenshot below)

Note: In a future system update the link will be added to the left hand navigation panel and will direct users correctly to the detailed Service 
Authorization page.

CCS Agencies, 
DDA RO


